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to be unlimited in multitude, to try to arrive at one collective term by which we could designate all these roots : . . We divided number in general into two. classes. The number which can be expressed as equal multiplied by equal (t<rov IcraKLs] we likened to a square in form, and we called it square and equilateral (IcroTrXsvpov) . . . The intermediate number, such as three, five, and any number which cannot be expressed as equal multiplied by equal, but is either less times more or more times less, so that it is always contained by a greater and a less side, we likened to an oblong figure (7rpo/jL7JK€L crx^ari) and called an oblong number. . . . Such straight lines then as square the equilateral and plane number we defined as length (/jltjkos), and such as square the oblong (we called) square roots (SwdptLs) as not being commensurable with the others in length but only in the plane areas to which their squares are equal. And there is another distinction of the same sort with regard to solids/
Plato gives no hint as to how Theodorus proved the propositions attributed to him, namely that \/3, \/5 ... V'17 are all in-commensurable with 1 ; there is therefore a wide field open for speculation, and several conjectures have been put forward.
(1)	Hultsch, in a paper on Archimedes's approximations to
square roots, suggested that Theodorus took the line of seeking
successive approximations.    Just as •£, the first approximation
to  \/2, was obtained by putting  2 = |-§, Theodorus might
have started from 3 = f§, and found ^ or  l^J as a first
approximation, and then, seeing that 1-|^- > V3>1|, might
(by successive trials, probably) have found that
li i ^ A ^ > ^/3 > 1-| § A A xiff-But the method of finding closer and closer, approximations, although it might afford a presumption that the true value cannot be exactly expressed in fractions, would leave Theodorus as far as ever from proving that -\/3 is incommensurable.
(2)	There is no mention of V2 in our passage, and Theodorus
probably omitted this case because the incommensurability
of \/2 and the traditional method of proving it were already
known.    The traditional proof was, as we have seen, a reduelio
ad absurdum showing that, if \/2 is commensurable with 1,
it will follow that the same number is both even and odd,
i.e. both divisible arid not divisible by 2.    The same method

